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Abstract
In the present chapter, the possibility of spin states control in quantum dots as bases of
creation of logic elements on the basis of quantum semi-conductor systems is dis‐
cussed. In particular, the multi-particle approach to the description of spin system and
control of coherent spin conditions is developed. It is shown that at action by an impulse
of a magnetic field two types of spin conditions are possible, depending on initial data:
conditionally steady and absolutely steady. The second type of conditions is important
for information storage.
Keywords: spin states, control, information, stability, magnetic field, quantum dot,
quantum dynamics
1. Introduction
Now, a lot of works on search of materials for development of qubits as bases of element base
for quantum calculations has conducted. It is conducted in several directions, but the most
perspective, in our opinion, possibility of creation of qubits (elements of quantum calcula‐
tions) on the basis of low-dimensional quantum semiconductor systems with quantum dots is
represented [1]. With search of perspective materials, the important problem is development
both the new and other adapted under concrete quantum nanostructures algorithms and
schemes of the quantum calculations allowing to realize logical schemes and elements. Since
1994, when Shor [2], Shor and Preskil [3], and Shor and Smolin [4] offered effective algorithm
of polynomial (power) type for the solution of a problem of factorization of large numbers on
quantum computers, the intensive development of algorithms of quantum calculations began.
Essential feature of quantum computers is possibility of implementation of Fourier transfor‐
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mation for polynomial (power) number of operations depending on the task size. In that, there
is the fundamental difference of quantum calculations from classical ones, where the exponen‐
tial number of operations is necessary for using of Fourier’s transformations.
At the present moment, three classes of quantum algorithms are known [5–8]. The first class
of algorithms is intended for the solution of tasks like factorization of numbers, the second
class of algorithms is developed for modeling of the quantum phenomena [9], and the third
class of algorithms is intended for search of object in an unstructured random database [10].
In this first part of the chapter, the possibility of control of spin states in quantum dots as bases
of creation of logical elements on the basis of quantum semiconductor systems has discussed.
In particular, multi-particle approach to the description of spin system and control of coherent
spin states has developed. It has shown that at action by an impulse of a magnetic field and
depending on initial data two types of spin states are possible: non-steady and absolutely
steady. The second type of states is important for storage of the information.
2. Physical basics for development of control of spin system
2.1. Matrix representation of spin operators in multiparticle approach
To solve the control problem of many-particle spin system, we need to develop the many-
particle operators for spin operators. For the creation of the multi-particle description, we will
use operator representation for spin operators. As an example, we will consider the X com‐
ponent of the spin operator for system of two particles. We will enter designations for states
with back as “0” state down, and a state with back as a state “1” up.
|11 | and | 00 |>=­­> >=¯¯>
Let the operator I acts only the second particle. Then, the action of the operator can be presented
in the form:
x2I (2) | 00 | 01>= > (1)
22 (2) | 01 | 00xI >= >
2 (2) |10 |11xI >= >
2 (2) |11 |10xI >= >
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If to enter new designations for states |00> = | 0>, |01> = |1>, |10> = |2>, |11> = |3>, then we
will gain the following impression:
2 (2) | 0 |1xI >= > (2)
2 (2) |1 | 0xI >= >
2 (2) | 2 | 3xI >= >
2 (2) | 3 | 2xI >= >
respectively, in matrix representation, we will receive the operator for the X components:
0 1
1 02 0 1
1 0
xI
æ öç ÷ç ÷= ç ÷ç ÷è ø
(3)
Repeating these reasonings for other components, we will gain a multi-particle expression for
spin operators in a matrix form:
0 1 0
0 0 12 20 1 0
0 0 1
y z
i
iI Ii
i
æ ö æ öç ÷ ç ÷- -ç ÷ ç ÷= =ç ÷ ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷- -è ø è ø
(4)
Further, it is easy to construct similar operators for system of N particles in the form of N × N
matrix.
2.2. Control of two-particle quantum system
Below we study the two-particle system—system from two particles with spins. The Hamil‐
tonian for the movement of spin in a magnetic field has a standard form:
( ),zH BI h B I B Ig g + - - += - - +h (5)
where components of a magnetic field are equal
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.x yB h ih± = ± (6)
Here, the raising (lowering) operators have an appearance:
|1 0 | | 0 1|.I I- += >< = >< (7)
In a matrix form, they have following matrixes 4 × 4:
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 02 20 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
I I- +
æ ö æ öç ÷ ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷= =ç ÷ ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷è ø è ø
(8)
We find the solution of Schrödinger’s equation in the form as:
0 1 2 3( ) ( ) | 0 ( ) |1 ( ) | 2 ( ) | 3 .t c t c t c t c ty = > + > + > + > (9)
Here, variable coefficients are equal:
0 0/ 2 / 22 2 0 0( ) (0) ; ( ) (0)i t i tc t c e c t c ew w= = (10)
0 0/ 2 / 23 3 1 1( ) (0) ( ) (0) .i t i tc t c e c t c ew w-= =
And after that we will consider change of population of levels depending on initial condi‐
tions. Let us choose the following initial data:
A)
0 1
1(0) , (0) .2 2
ic c= =
The relevant solutions have the following form:
[ ] [ ]
0 1
cos( / 2) sin( / 2) cos( / 2) sin( / 2)( ) , ( )2 2
t t t tc t c t iW - W W + W= = (11)
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The probability of staying at the given level is equal:
2 2
0 1 1 1
1 1| ( ) | (1 sin( )), | ( ) | (1 sin( )).2 2c t t c t t= - W = + W (12)
It is easy to see that also depends on duration of the applied impulse:
2 2
1 0 1 1 1
1At / 2 / | ( ) | | ( ) | 2t c t c tp p= W = W = =
2 2
1 0 1 1 1At / 2 | ( ) | 0, | ( ) | 1t c t c tp= W = = (13)
2 2
1 0 1 1 1Andat 3 / 2 | ( ) | 1, | ( ) | 0t c t c tp= W = =
According to the obtained results, such a studied configuration with the probability of staying
and transition between levels is defined by duration of impulses of a field.
B) Let us use another initial data:
0 1
1(0) (0) .2c c= = ±
So the corresponding solutions have a form:
0 1
exp( / 2) exp( / 2)( ) , ( ) .2 2
i t i tc t c t iW W= = (14)
The probability of stay at the level is constant and does not depend on impulse duration.
2 2
0 1 1 1
1| ( ) | | ( ) | .2c t c t= = (15)
These configurations we will call as absolutely steady. Similar solutions are obtained too under
the following initial conditions:
0 1(0) (0) .2
ic c= = ±
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As a result, we have following solutions
1 0
exp( / 2) exp( / 2)( ) , ( ) .2 2
i t i tc t c t iW W= ± = ± (16)
The probability of stay on these levels is constant and does not depend on impulse duration:
2 2
0 1 1 1
1| ( ) | | ( ) | .2c t c t= = (17)
Thus, in the above part of the chapter, the multi-particle approach to the description of spin
system and control of coherent spin states is developed. This multi-particle approach is used
for strict description of transfer processes in the quantum systems with many particles. As
application of the developed method, the system of two particles with spins is studied. The
obvious expressions for spin operators in a multi-particle case are constructed. And control of
multi-particle system by the variation of magnetic field is investigated. It is shown that at action
by an impulse of a magnetic field and depending on initial data two types of spin states are
possible: Stability of first type of states depends on the action of external magnetic field, and
second type of spin states is absolutely steady. The second type of states is important for storage
and further keeping of the quantum information.
3. The mathematical formulation of control problem in the system in a
magnetic field
The second part of chapter devoted to more mathematical description of control problem. In
the first paragraph, we study the particle (spin) motion in the electromagnetic field; the general
equations have obtained. The criteria for optimal time, reaching the desired point, have
analyzed, and the calculations for the specific types of control from impulse of the field to the
power and Gauss driving force spectrums have made in the two paragraphs. The obtained
results shortly discussed in the three paragraphs.
3.1. The equations of motion within a magnetic field with control
A particle motion within a magnetic field is known to be described by the following equation:
[ ] ( ) [ ]dV q qm V B U t V hdt c c= ´ + ´ (18)
where V is the velocity of the particle, B is the constant magnetic field, m is the mass of the
particle, q is the charge of the particle, H (t)=U (t)h  is the alternating magnetic field, h is the
unity vector, and U (t) is the absolute value of the control.
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Considering the equation in components and introducing state vector function X = (x1, x2),
X ∈R 2, U ∈R, we may formulate the following model of the controlled system:
( )( )X A U t C X= +& (19)
where the matrices A and C are defined by the following expressions: A= ( 0 Ω−Ω 0 ),
C = ( 0 ω−ω 0 ), and parameters Ω and ω—by the following ones: Ω = qBmc  and ω = qhmc .
As mentioned above, this model describes various physical problems, in particular a particle
motion in a magnetic field and spin precession in a magnetic field. From the standpoint of
control theory, the task formulated belongs to the degenerate class of the optimal control tasks,
since there are additional invariants—the integrals of motion in accordance with the law of
conservation of energy:
( )2 2 ,1 2X X const m const+ = = (20)
The problem of particle motion control in a magnetic field has formulated as the following: to
define the time to reach a given point depending on the parameters of control—the amplitude
and the period of control pulse, as well as the specter of external impact. The functional
describing the reaching of the given point in space is defined to solve this problem:
( ) ( ) ( )1 , ,1 21 2f fL T x T x x T xf f fæ öæ ö æ ö= - +ç ÷ ç ÷ç ÷è ø è øè ø (21)
Here, X f = (x1f , x2f ) is final state vector function, X (T f )= (x1, x2) is current state vector function.
The optimal time to reach the given point has defined by fulfilling the condition of functional
extreme (minimum).
The motion of particles within a magnetic field under various external impacts has been
considered. The trunk solutions and the dependence of particles phases on the amplitude,
duration, and the specter of the impact of fields have been established.
Let us consider the circular particle motion. The simplest way to solve the task is using the
complex form. Thus, a complex variable z = x1 + ix2 = | z | e −iφ is introduced, and then the system
of the motion equations is transformed to the following simple view:
0,d zdt =
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( )d U tdt
j = W + (22)
The first equation corresponds to the law of energy conservation (the motion amplitude
conservation). The second equation describes the phase alternation while circular motion
under the control impact. Thus, the circular motion with the radius specified is completely
defined by its phase values. The alternation of the phase is defined by the external impact in
turn.
According to Eq. (22), the general solution has such form:
( ) ( )t t U t dtj w= W + ò (23)
3.2. Control of particle motion
According to the conditions formulated for optimal control earlier to define the time for
reaching the given point, the functional (21) needs to be built.
Consider some point on the circle as the current one.
,1 2 iz x ix z e j-= + =
where the phase is defined by the Eq. (22). The final point is chosen to be on the circle for
example as at 45°:
* * * /41 2 iz x ix z e p-= + =
Then, the functional to be found takes this form:
( ) ( )( ){ }( )21 1 sin 22yL T t U t dtf w= - + + ò
Accordingly, the condition of the functional minimum is defined by the condition for phase:
( ) ( ) 2
0
FT
T T U t dtF Fj w p= + =ò (24)
Thus, the time for optimal reaching the given point at the Tf trajectory is defined by the
functional Eq. (24).
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3.3. The dependence of particles phase on the control amplitude, duration, and specter
In the absence of external impact, U(t) regular standard solution with the initial angular
velocity Ω arises:
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
cos0 ,sin0
V t V tx
V t V ty
j
j
ì = W +ïí = W +ïî
(25)
Then, the time for reaching is defined by the statement:
4TF
j p
w w
D= = (26)
These solutions are known as Trunk solutions [11] in mathematics.
The dependence of the phase of particle circular motion on the control type and duration is
analyzed, and the time for reaching is calculated below. Particle motion under various types
of external control is considered—see [12] too.
(1) In case of pulse external impact the control function takes the form:
( ) ( ) ( ) or0U t U t tq e q= - - (27)
( ) ( ) ( ).0U t U t n t
n
t q= - -å
Then time TF may be defined from this expression:
2 .0T uFp w t= +
2 20 0UTF p t wp tw w w
- æ ö= = - ç ÷è ø (28)
The time for reaching decreases in comparison with the case of impact absence due to the
impact amplitude ω0. When the condition fulfilled:
20w t p= (29)
reaching is immediate:
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0TF =
(2) In case of exponentially fading impacts the control function takes this form:
( ) 0 tU t U e a-=
In this case, the time to reach the point may be defined by the following:
( )202 10 2
U TT eFp w é - ù= + -ê úë û (30)
Consider the cases:
4a) 1, then
0
T TF F
p
a w a<< = + (31)
In the case of adiabatic impact, the time to reach the point increases.
In case of rapid impact.
04) 1, theb n
U
T TF F
p aa w
-
>> = (32)
In the case of Gaussian impact, the control function takes this form:
( ) ( )2 2 .0 tU t U e b-=
( ) ( )
0
FT
U t dt erfc TFp bb=ò (33)
where erfc(x)= ∫
0
x
e (−x 2)dx.
Consider the following cases:
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a) βTF < <1, then (ω + β)TF = π4 , which yields
( )4TF
p
w b= + (34)
б) βTF > >1, then ωTF + U 0 πβ = π4  and
0
4
U
TF
p pb
w
-
= (35)
(3) In case of power distribution, the motion function takes this form:
( )
( )
( )
( )
0
1
10 0
0
10
1
0
, 0.
1
1 1
,4 1
, 1.4
FT
F
F
F
F
tU t U
U t UU t dt T
U T T
T T
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
gt
g t g t
p wg t
pw t w gt
+
+
+
-
æ ö= >ç ÷è ø
æ ö= =ç ÷+ +è ø
= ++
æ ö + = -¥ < £ -ç ÷è ø
ò
(36)
Consider three cases:
a) −∞ <γ < −1, then:
1
0 4
TF TF
g pw t wt
-æ ö + =ç ÷è ø
(37)
1
,0 TF TF
g
w t wt
-æ ö- <<ç ÷è ø
then
4TF
p
w= (38)
in case of strong impacts.
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In the opposite case of weak impacts
1
,0 TF TF
g
w t wt
-æ ö- >>ç ÷è ø
then
1
1
4 0
TF p g
t w t
æ ö -= ç ÷è ø
(39)
.TF ®¥
The dependence increases for short time to reach the point.
б) −1<γ <0, than:
( ) 10 4
TF TF
g pw t wt
+æ ö + =ç ÷è ø
(40)
At short times, time to reach the point does not depend on the specter of time distribution:
( ) 10 4
TF TF
g pw t wt
-æ ö + =ç ÷è ø
(41)
When TF →∞
1
1 1
4 0
TF p gw t
æ ö -= ç ÷è ø
(42)
At large times, time to reach the point is defined by the specter of distribution.
c) γ >0
then (TF )γ+1 + ωTF = π4 , that yields
1
1
4 0
TF p gt w t
æ ö += ç ÷è ø
(43)
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At short times with low impact, time to reach the point is not sensitive to the specter and then
TF = π4ω .
At large times with strong impact, time to reach the point is defined by the type of the specter.
4. Conclusion
Thus, in this chapter, the multi-particle approach to the description of spin system and control
of coherent spin states is developed. Obvious expressions for spin operators in a multi-particle
case are constructed. On the example of two-partial system, control of system by the variation
of magnetic field is investigated. It has shown that at action by an impulse of a magnetic field
and depending on initial data two types of spin states are possible: conditionally steady and
absolutely steady. The second type of states is important for storage of quantum information.
Thus, the second part of the chapter describes particle motion both without and under the
impact of external fields. The possibility to control the motion and reaching of the given
point under different types of external impact is investigated. The dependence of time to
reach the given point at the trajectory on the specter of the impact has been established; this
dependence has particularly been expressed for the power specter also.
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